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focus on my passion for photography, man-free. -- My name is Luke
Here Lies Memory Doug Rice 2016-09-07 HERE LIES MEMORY explores

Matthews. About a year ago, I lost the love of my life, in a tragic car accident.

the place of memory in living, daily, scarred and sacred lives. Two Pittsburgh

There are no words that can describe how I've felt the past year. My life and

families struggle to survive trauma and love. A man wills himself to go blind,

all my dreams had died with her in the accident. I exist, and I play my guitar

not to forget, but to remember in new ways. Another man drinks beer after

to try and ease the pain. My love was taken away, and I will never get that

beer until he can no longer drink away what he must face directly. This

back.

novel explores what language and photographs do to memory, desire, and

#Delete Sandi Lynn 2020-11-08 From the New York Times bestselling

love, and what gentrification is doing to the souls of families and

author Sandi Lynn comes a romantic comedy about dating in today's modern

neighborhoods.

world.From one failed relationship after another, I made it my mission to get

Love in Between Sandi Lynn 2013-09-05 My name is Lily Gilmore, and I

inside the heads of men to find out what really made them tick when it came

was supposed to be getting married today. That was until I found my fiance

to dating a woman.Did the guy you like suddenly "Ghost" you?Did it take

having sex with my sister in the church moments before I was supposed to

him two weeks to reply to your text message which involved you asking

walk down the aisle. I grew up with a father who was a womanizer and

him a question? Did he promise to call you in a day or two and then went

cheated on my mother every moment he had the chance. He would even

MIA?" Did the two of you have a scheduled date and he cancelled thirty

stoop as low as to take me and my sister with him on his trysts when we

minutes before it was about to happen? Or worse yet, not show up at all?My

were younger. Cheating was all I grew up with, and I vowed never to live

goal was to help women take their lives and their power back when the guy

the life my mother did. After finding my fiance and my sister together, I

they liked started behaving badly.My name is Eloise Moore and this my story

moved from Seattle to Santa Monica to start a new life of independence and to

of how #Delete and one nasty text message sent to the wrong number
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changed my life forever.#Delete is a stand-alone novel told in two POV's:

everywhere we look, 24 hours a day. But what if there was another way to

Eloise Moore & Christian Blake.18+

live? What if we chose to live differently: to stand against injustice, to live life

Carter Grayson Sandi Lynn 2020-10-30 When my father passed away, I took

for more than just ourselves, to dare to be unpopular? Guvna B is rebelling

over our family business, saved it from the grips of bankruptcy and turned it

against the status quo, and he's calling you to join him. It's time to flip the

into a multi-billion-dollar company, all by the age of thirty. After suffering a

script, to demonstrate another way to live, to find freedom in going against

tragedy, I closed off my heart and myself to everyone. Anger had become my

the grain. It's time for unpopular culture to take the stage.

best friend and I'd never let anyone get close to me again. This was my life

One Night in London Sandi Lynn 2016-02-01 Have sex with a stranger in a

until a woman named Zoey Benson crossed my path. For the first time in

foreign country. It was on my list. It was something I'd never done before

over five years, I felt something. A feeling that I had long buried deep inside

and I wasn't sure if I could go through with it. But I did. Don't tell him

me. A feeling I never wanted to experience again. She wanted to be my

anything about yourself. No names. No personal information. Nothing. It's all

savior and I sure as hell didn't want to be saved.

about the thrill. The mystery man. Keep him a stranger. That one night was

Behind His Lies Sandi Lynn 2021-07-07 Some would say my life is perfect.

the best night of my entire life. He was sexy, intense, and made me feel

But I'm here to tell you it's not. I lost my father in a boating accident when I

things I had never felt before. The next morning, the thrill was over and he

was eight years old. I never got over his death, even after my mother,

was gone before I woke up. What happened in London should have stayed in

Madeline, married my father's best friend, Edward. She was a big believer in

London, but it didn't. I was never supposed to see him again, but the universe

fate. I wasn't. Fate had done me wrong and left me with an emptiness that

had other plans and now my happy little world was turned upside down by a

could never be filled. Not only did I lose my father that day, I also lost my

man named Sebastian Bennett. She refused to tell me her name. Normally, I

best friend. After landing my dream job in New York City, I met a very

wouldn't care. But something inside me needed to know who she was. She

sexy man named Andrew London. I fell head over heels for him instantly,

was stunningly beautiful and a name would complete her. It didn't matter

and I was sure he was the one who could fill the emptiness I felt inside. I felt

anyway. In the morning, I'd be gone before she woke up and I'd never see

it every time we were together, and he loved me like no other man had. I

her again. It was probably for the best anyway. I would hurt her and she

ignored the signs from the beginning because I was so immersed in him.

would ultimately hate me. It's what I did. It's all I knew. I was never

Then one day, everything unfolded, and I found myself in a relationship that

supposed to see her again, but I did, and my desire for her was stronger than

was built on nothing but deceit from the very start. I couldn't understand

before. I had money, looks, and a heart made of pure stone. She deserved

why he would do this to me until I discovered the truth behind his lies. 18+

better than me and I knew it, but I couldn't stay away. Chloe Kane left an

Unpopular Culture Guvna B 2017-06-15 Money is the key to happiness. Work

imprint on my soul and now my life would never be the same all because of

hard, play hard. Look out for number one. Popular culture is full of phrases

One Night in London.

like these, telling us the best way to live, the right things to buy, the right

Defense Sandi Lynn 2017-01-27 Ariana Betrayal. The pain and rage that

body shape to have, the right people to hang out with. These messages are

consumed me was unbearable. My perfect reality had become my hurtful
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one. Loss of illusion settled inside me and constricted the air I breathed. I felt

out of his hotel suite. My job was complete, and I needed to forget about him.

as if my entire life was a lie. Fresh out of law school, I needed a new start and

But after spending one beautiful night together, it became impossible. The

to put the pieces of my life back together. When I left Boston and moved to

more time we spent together, the harder I fell. He was living in the shadow

New York, I met Luca Russo, a high powered, sexy attorney who liked

of a lie, only he didn't know it. If we were to have a chance together, he

control. He took me under his wing and did things for me no other man had

needed to know the truth, and he needed to put the past to rest.AsherEverly

ever done. Everything comes with a price, and mine was falling for a man

King was crazy. She was the craziest yet most beautiful woman I'd ever

who couldn't return my affection. Then one night tragedy struck and he

known. We met under very unusual circumstances. She saved me from

needed my help. That was the night I became his defense. Luca There wasn't

making what would have been the most destructive decision of my life. I

anyone or anything I couldn't control. I thrived on it. It made me who I was.

owed her. After spending one night with her, I craved more. Even though

Some called me ruthless because I played dirty in the courtroom, and some

there were things about her that frightened me, I didn't want to stop seeing

called me a man-whore because I liked to sleep with women but refused to

her. Then I let my guard down and feelings emerged. I couldn't allow it, and

give them anything more. I was a thirty-year-old man with the world at his

I needed to stick by the decision I'd made several years ago after an incident

fingertips. I had a successful career that I loved, a luxury apartment on Park

determined the course of my life. I needed to forget about her and let her go.

Avenue, and the company of any beautiful woman I wanted at any time.

There was no "us," and there never would be. The problem was the fear I had

Then Ariana Williams walked into my firm and left me breathless. The

inside was giving in and it tried to reason with me. It kept asking the same

chemistry between us was undeniable. But I had a past and a secret I never

thing over and over: what if you... 18+

wanted her to know, so I had to walk away. Then one tragic night I needed

Love, Lust & Liam (Wyatt Brothers, Book 2) Sandi Lynn 2015 My name is

her, and now she holds the fate of my life in her hands.

Liam Wyatt, and my brother, Oliver and I are the founders and owners of

What If You Sandi Lynn 2021-02-13 Fear is the common response to things

Wyatt Enterprises. He found love and I was still trying. After dating a

we can't believe in or conceive in our minds. We fear the unknown. Things

countless number of women throughout the years, I was ready to have a real

we can't understand.EverlyI was different, and I lived my life as low key as

relationship with the possibility of settling down. I could have any woman I

possible. My childhood wasn't easy, and relationships never worked out, so I

wanted. So what’s the problem you ask? I didn’t want just any woman. I

stopped trying. I accepted the fact that I would more than likely grow old

wanted the one. Unfortunately, I still hadn’t found her until Avery Lewis

alone, and I was okay with that. The more men got to know me, the faster

walked into my life and turned my world upside down. She was everything

they ran. Then I met Asher Remington under unusual circumstances. For

I wanted in a woman all wrapped up in a beautiful and breathtaking package.

him, it was unusual, but for me, it was the norm. I was sent to New York to

The problem was she didn’t want a relationship. She had built a wall around

convince him not to go through with a merger that would end up destroying

her and I was going to do everything I could to break through that wall and

him and the company his father worked so hard to build. He thought I was

make her a permanent part of my life.My name is Avery Lewis and I moved

crazy until he discovered the truth in what I had told him after he kicked me

to New York when I landed a job at Finn, Muir & Abernathy, one of the
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most influential law firms in the country. I moved from Danbury,

Restart Gordon Korman 2017-05-30 The amazing New York Times bestseller

Connecticut when an office romance went bad and I wanted to start my life

about what you can do when life gives you a second chance. Chase's memory

over, focusing on my career and my career only. Men were off limits. A girl

just went out the window. Chase doesn't remember falling off the roof. He

could only take so much heartbreak in a lifetime. Then Liam Wyatt walked

doesn't remember hitting his head. He doesn't, in fact, remember anything.

into my life and turned my world upside down. He was a man who could

He wakes up in a hospital room and suddenly has to learn his whole life all

have any woman in the world, but yet he wanted me. Sexy, smart, and

over again . . . starting with his own name. He knows he's Chase. But who is

genuinely a nice guy wasn’t enough for me to let my half glass/half stone

Chase? When he gets back to school, he sees that different kids have very

wall I built around me down. The problem was that I was falling for him on

different reactions to his return. Some kids treat him like a hero. Some kids

such a deep level that it scared me. Between my past and my daddy issues,

are clearly afraid of him. One girl in particular is so angry with him that she

the poor guy didn’t stand a chance. He was determined to make me a part of

pours her frozen yogurt on his head the first chance she gets. Pretty soon, it's

his life and I was determined to run. For ages 18+

not only a question of who Chase is -- it's a question of who he was . . . and

Jamieson Finn Sandi Lynn 2018-12-04

who he's going to be. From the #1 bestselling author of Swindle and Slacker,

Playing the Millionaire Sandi Lynn 2017-05-11 I had six rules I lived by:1.

Restart is the spectacular story of a kid with a messy past who has to figure

Know your mark.2. Listen and never look bored.3. Never reveal your true

out what it means to get a clean start.

self.4. Never stay in one place too long.5. Exit as smoothly as you entered.6.

One Night in Paris Sandi Lynn 2019-02-12 AnnaI have two rules in

Never fall in love. I was a charmer, a seducer, and the woman that men were

life:1.Never marry someone you're not in love with.2.Do what makes you

hungry to get their hands on. Rich men never should have trusted me, but

happy and not what's expected of you. I flew to Paris to spend my

they did. It was stupidity on their part. Things were going well and I was

honeymoon alone after I left my fiancé and my life standing at the altar in

doing what I was supposed to do, until I ripped off the wrong millionaire. A

California. I had my reasons and I wasn't going to let a perfectly good trip go

millionaire who came after me with a vengeance. My name is Kate Harper

to waste. My first night, I met a captivating man who was there on business

and this is my story.I was the CEO of Quinn Hotels, one of the largest hotel

and leaving the next morning to fly back to the States. I knew nothing about

chains in the world. I met Kate Harper on an airplane back from Seattle to

him, only his first name. Our one night together left a mark on me that I'd

New York. She was captivating and had my attention the moment I laid eyes

never forget. Little did I know that when I moved to New York, he'd be the

on her. But she was far from the person she said she was. After parting ways

man I'd be working for, a temporary job that fell into my lap by accident. My

at JFK airport, I discovered she ripped me off. I never thought I'd see her

life was complicated enough, and it was about to get a whole lot more

again, but fate stepped in and we crossed paths. This time I wasn't letting her

complicated.WesOne night in Paris. That was all it took to make my trip

go until her debt to me was paid. She was every kind of wrong, but that

complete. She was beautiful, smart, and addicting. I wanted to stay, but I

didn't stop the feelings that emerged while I kept her in my possession. My

couldn't. Why make things harder than they had to be? I flew back to New

name is Gabriel Quinn and this is my story.

York and went about my business, trying to forget the one night we shared.
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Imagine my shock when I saw her standing in the doorway of my

and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family.

conference room as my temporary personal assistant. I had trust issues as it

When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia

was when it came to women and for good reason. She lied to me and I

mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the

couldn't trust her. She was complicated. Her life was complicated and now

children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the

my life was feeling the same way.18+

resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep

Riley in the Morning Sandra Brown 2001 The reappearance of her handsome

affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound

estranged husband, Jon Riley, the charismatic star of a popular morning talk

flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From

show, brings both rediscovered passion and disturbing decisions to producer

publisher description.

Brin Cassidy. Reprint.

The Upside of Love Sandi Lynn 2014-10-28 "Life couldn't be more perfect for

When I Lie With You Sandi Lynn 2014-06-04 After Rory Sinclair suffered a

Luke and Lily. Luke was living life, happy, being with the woman of his

brutal attack, she fell into the arms of Millionaire, Ian Braxton. He took her in,

dreams and owning his own bar. Lily was incredibly happy being with the

healed her, and they both gave each other something they never had: love.

man of her dreams and pursuing her career in photography. Everything was

My name is Rory Sinclair, and for the first time in my life I'm truly happy.

perfect until something from Lily's past surfaced, causing Luke to think twice

I've found the love of my life, my soul mate, and my best friend. We were

about their relationship."--Page 4 of cover.

the missing pieces in each other's lives, and now that we're together our bond

UNDER THE KNIFE Tess Gerritsen 2015-05-18 A fan-favorite novel by

is stronger than ever. We're building our future together; a future I never

internationally bestselling author Tess Gerritsen For attorney David Ransom,

believed I would have. Then it happened. My name is Ian Braxton, and for

it begins as an open-and-shut case: malpractice. Then Dr. Kate Chesne storms

the first time in my life I feel complete. A woman named Rory Sinclair did

into his office, daring him to seek out the truth—that she's being framed.

that to me. She breathed life into me and gave me hope. Money didn't matter

When another patient turns up dead, David starts to believe her. Somewhere

to me anymore, and I would've given it all up for her. She's my dream and I

in the Honolulu hospital, a killer walks freely. And now David finds himself

never want to wake up. Then it happened. Ian and Rory found their happily

asking the same questions Kate is desperate to have answered. Who is

ever after in Lie Next To Me (A Millionaire's Love). Will it continue? Or

next—and why?

will something that happened unexpectedly tear them apart?

Lies and Other Acts of Love Kristy Woodson Harvey 2016 Southern Book

The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls 2006-01-02 Journalist Walls grew up with

Prize Finalist Romantic Times Top Pick Southern Independent Booksellers

parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their

Association Okra Pick Maria Shriver's Top Summer Reads Deep South

salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads,

Magazine's Best Beach Reads Glitter Guide's Must Read List SITS Girls Books

moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was

You Need to Read in 2016 Greenville News Perfect Books for Vacation

a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's

Pulpwood Queens Official Book Club Pick MomTrends Book Club Pick From

imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted

the New York Times bestselling author of Under the Southern Sky comes a
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novel about what it really means to tell the truth... After sixty years of

best. It's all I know. I'm incapable of love. My fears run too deep and they

marriage and five daughters, Lynn "Lovey" White knows that all of us, from

keep me in control at all times. My life was all fun and games until the

time to time, need to use our little white lies. Her granddaughter, Annabelle,

unthinkable happened, and I'm left with no choice but to face my greatest

on the other hand, is as truthful as they come. She always does the right

fear of all. Chase Calloway is told from two different points of view.

thing--that is, until she dumps her hedge fund manager fiancé and marries a

The Millionaire Fastlane MJ DeMarco 2011-01-04 10TH ANNIVERSARY

musician she has known for three days. After all, her grandparents, who fell

EDITION Is the financial plan of mediocrity -- a dream-stealing, soul-sucking

in love at first sight, have shared a lifetime of happiness, even through her

dogma known as "The Slowlane" your plan for creating wealth? You know

grandfather's declining health. But when Annabelle's world starts to collapse

how it goes; it sounds a lil something like this: "Go to school, get a good job,

around her, she discovers that nothing about her picture-perfect family is as it

save 10% of your paycheck, buy a used car, cancel the movie channels, quit

seems. And Lovey has to decide whether one more lie will make or break

drinking expensive Starbucks mocha lattes, save and penny-pinch your life

the ones she loves....

away, trust your life-savings to the stock market, and one day, when you are

Remembering You Sandi Lynn 2014-04 "They say young love isn't real. It's

oh, say, 65 years old, you can retire rich." The mainstream financial gurus

only our bodies full of raging hormones, and our minds filled with lust that

have sold you blindly down the river to a great financial gamble: You've

make us think we are in love. I can tell them that they're wrong. Young love

been hoodwinked to believe that wealth can be created by recklessly trusting

is real. It can, and it does exist, at least in my seventeen year old life. ... This is

in the uncontrollable and unpredictable markets: the housing market, the

my journey after my accident to figure out who I am and who I was. The

stock market, and the job market. This impotent financial gamble dubiously

road to recovery isn't easy but the one thing that stayed with me after the

promises wealth in a wheelchair -- sacrifice your adult life for a financial plan

accident was the soft voice and words that I'd never forget."--Page 4 of cover.

that reaps dividends in the twilight of life. Accept the Slowlane as your

Chase Calloway Sandi Lynn 2018-04-24 A Standalone Novel I've been named

blueprint for wealth and your financial future will blow carelessly asunder on

L.A.'s sexiest and most eligible bachelor. I'm filthy rich, live in a house on the

a sailboat of HOPE: HOPE you can find a job and keep it, HOPE the stock

beach, drive a fast sports car, and I do a job I love. My hobbies include

market doesn't tank, HOPE the economy rebounds, HOPE, HOPE, and HOPE.

partying and beautiful women. A lot of beautiful women. They adore me

Do you really want HOPE to be the centerpiece for your family's financial

because I'm charming and fun until I walk away, leaving them crying on the

plan? Drive the Slowlane road and you will find your life deteriorate into a

floor and begging me to stay. I can have any woman I want with the snap of

miserable exhibition about what you cannot do, versus what you can. For

my fingers, except for one-an incredibly beautiful woman named Kinsley

those who don't want a lifetime subscription to "settle-for-less" and a slight

Davis. She isn't affected by me in the least. In fact, she wants nothing to do

chance of elderly riches, there is an alternative; an expressway to

with me, and I can't figure out why. After all, I am Chase Calloway. She'll be

extraordinary wealth that can burn a trail to financial independence faster

tough, but I'll break her. I'll get her into my bed, leaving her so satisfied that

than any road out there. Why jobs, 401(k)s, mutual funds, and 40-years of

she'll become addicted, and when she does, I'll break her heart. It's what I do

mindless frugality will never make you rich young. Why most
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entrepreneurs fail and how to immediately put the odds in your favor. The

romp through a future America so bizarre, so outrageous . . . you’ll recognize

real law of wealth: Leverage this and wealth has no choice but to be

it immediately.

magnetized to you. The leading cause of poorness: Change this and you

Lie Next to Me Sandi Lynn 2014-02-06 The night that Rory Sinclair was

change everything. How the rich really get rich - and no, it has nothing to do

violently attacked changed her life forever. A man named Ian Braxton made

with a paycheck or a 401K match. Why the guru's grand deity - compound

it his mission to heal her. Ian is far from perfect. He's a self-absorbed,

interest - is an impotent wealth accelerator. Why the guru myth of "do what

demeaning, arrogant, womanizing millionaire. When their worlds collide and

you love" will most likely keep you poor, not rich. And 250+ more poverty

they share their struggles, Rory wonders how much she is willing to give up

busting distinctions... Demand the Fastlane, an alternative road-to-wealth; one

to be with him.

that actually ignites dreams and creates millionaires young, not old. Change

Must Love Books Shauna Robinson 2022-01-18 "A heartfelt and exciting

lanes and find your explosive wealth accelerator. Hit the Fastlane, crack the

debut...a wise and honest story of how it feels to be a young woman in search

code to wealth, and find out how to live rich for a lifetime.

of yourself."—Taylor Jenkins Reid, New York Times bestselling author of

World Social Report 2020 Department of Economic and Social Affairs

The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo and Malibu Rising The Bookish Life of

2020-02-14 This report examines the links between inequality and other

Nina Hill meets Younger in a heartfelt debut following a young woman who

major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on technological change,

discovers she'll have to ditch the "dream job" and write her own story to find

climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis pays

her happy ending. Meet Nora Hughes—the overworked, underpaid, last

particular attention to poverty and labour market trends, as they mediate the

bookish assistant standing. At least for now. When Nora landed an editorial

distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also provides policy

assistant position at Parsons Press, it was her first step towards The Dream Job.

recommendations to manage these megatrends in an equitable manner and

Because, honestly, is there anything dreamier than making books for a living?

considers the policy implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support their

But after five years of lunch orders, finicky authors, and per my last emails,

implementation.

Nora has come to one grand conclusion: Dream Jobs do not exist. With her life

Snow Crash Neal Stephenson 2003-08-26 The “brilliantly realized” (The New

spiraling and the Parsons staff sinking, Nora gets hit with even worse news.

York Times Book Review) modern classic that coined the term

Parsons is cutting her already unlivable salary. Unable to afford her rent and

“metaverse”—one of Time’s 100 best English-language novels and “a

without even the novels she once loved as a comfort, Nora decides to

foundational text of the cyberpunk movement” (Wired) In reality, Hiro

moonlight for a rival publisher to make ends meet...and maybe poach some

Protagonist delivers pizza for Uncle Enzo’s CosoNostra Pizza Inc., but in the

Parsons' authors along the way. But when Andrew Santos, a bestselling

Metaverse he’s a warrior prince. Plunging headlong into the enigma of a new

Parsons author no one can afford to lose is thrown into the mix, Nora has to

computer virus that’s striking down hackers everywhere, he races along the

decide where her loyalties lie. Her new Dream Job, ever-optimistic Andrew,

neon-lit streets on a search-and-destroy mission for the shadowy virtual

or...herself and her future. Your next book club read touching on mental

villain threatening to bring about infocalypse. Snow Crash is a mind-altering

health, happiness, and the peaks and perils of being a young woman just
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trying to figure it all out. Nora Hughes is the perfect heroine for anyone

life-threatening illness hits. We're so busy living our daily lives that we don't

looking to get past their own chapter twenty-something and build their

think about such things. I was naïve until my wife was diagnosed with

storybook life. "A tender reflection on finding your person while you're still

cervical cancer and passed away less than a year later. I was angry. She was

desperately searching for yourself."—KJ Dell'Antonia, New York Times

the love of my life and we'd only been married five years. We wanted to

bestselling author of The Chicken Sisters "A book for book lovers... It's

start a family, and it was when she had trouble getting pregnant that she was

impossible not to root for Nora!"—Jesse Q. Sutanto, National Bestselling author

diagnosed. I'd never lost anyone before. I'd never experienced death. I felt

of Dial A for Aunties

like God was playing a cruel joke on me. How could he bring her into my life

She Writes Love Sandi Lynn 2015-01-21 Two lives, two losses, and one

and then take her away so young. Even the best laid plans in life get altered.

meeting that changed their lives forever. Learning to move on and to love

Mine did. Everyone kept telling me that time would heal all wounds, but

again isn't always easy. The circle of life. It's something we all know about but

this was a wound that would never fully be healed. Trying to get back to the

are never truly prepared for the unexpected. The unexpected that comes out

normalcy of life was exhausting, so I didn't try anymore. My name is Ben

of nowhere. No warning, no heads up, nothing. Just God giving us pure bliss

Preston and this is my story.

and happiness and then taking it away in the blink of an eye. When you

Corporate A$$ Sandi Lynn 2016-06-07 Fiona Winslow, CEO of her family's

think of people dying, you think of the old who have fully lived their lives.

business Winslow Wines, must deal with Nathan Carter's propositions--both

You don't think about the younger people who have just begun to build their

business and personal--and Fiona finds that she can easily say no to one but not

futures, nor do you think about the children that have just begun to live. It's

to the other.

cruel and it's unwanted. It leaves us devastated and to the point where we

Tell Me You're Mine J S Scott 2020-12 A chance encounter between a

feel we can't go on. It leaves a hole, an empty space in our hearts that stays

secretive billionaire and a plus-size PR expert could be the perfect solution to

with us until we heal. We all heal eventually, right? As the days go on and

both their problems - or a delicious scandal in the making - in New York

the years pass by, we never forget the ones we lost and we never forget the

Times best-selling author J. S. Scott's new British Billionaires series....I am the

pain they left behind. But we do manage to feel somewhat normal again –

type of woman who always plays it safe. In my professional life as a public

maybe not completely – but we have no choice. For me, losing my husband

relations "fixer", and in my personal life, especially when it comes to the

to a massive heart attack on our one-year wedding anniversary, and at the age

opposite sex. Really, who needs the wild highs and the I-want-to-die-because-

of twenty-seven, was something I didn't think I could ever heal from. The

he-left-me lows of a relationship? At least, that's what I thought...until I met

emptiness, the loneliness, the numbness, and the need just to get through the

him. Damian No-Last-Name-Given is sexy as sin, and I'd developed some kind

day was overwhelming. My name is Paisley Logan and this is my story. Life.

of weird, instant attraction to him the moment he settled his chiseled body

Full of surprises, disappointments, and heartache. It's strange how we live life

next to mine on a flight from London to Los Angeles. His sexy British accent

with certainty. We're certain that we'll find the love of our life, get married,

did crazy things to my previously dormant female hormones, which had

have children, and live happily ever after. No one is ever prepared when a

eventually led me to do the most impulsive thing I'd ever done in my entire
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life. I kissed him while everyone else in business class was sleeping. Or had

sensation with more than 15 million copies sold, hailed by The New York

he kissed me? All I knew was that we were both very willing participants,

Times Book Review as “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a

and that panty-melting embrace had rocked my entire world while it was

murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative and a celebration of nature.” For

happening. Unfortunately, that moment of spontaneity would haunt me once

years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town

I found out Mr. British Hottie's true identity. He'd held his last name back for

on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews

a reason. Oh no, I couldn't make some once-in-a-lifetime misstep with an

is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh

ordinary businessman. When I screwed up, it had to be one for the record

Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived

books, and it had to happen with one of the most powerful men in the world.

for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls

And, oh yeah, he also absolutely had to be the biggest man-whore on the

and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched

planet. Once I knew the truth, I could have easily convinced myself that the

and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild

kiss wasn't all that earthshattering - if Damian Lancaster hadn't boldly

beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens.

swaggered into my office the very next day to apologize, and to make me a

Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a

business offer I couldn't possibly refuse.... Goodbye sanity; hello madness.

heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible murder.

Enjoying the Chase Kirsty Moseley 2014 ENJOYING THE CHASE is a stand

Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once were,

alone companion novel of Nothing Left to Lose. *** due to some heavy

and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature

language and sexual content, this book is intended for persons aged 18+ ***

keeps.

After more than 20 million reads online, Nate and his pick-up lines are now

On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous Ocean Vuong 2021-06-01 An instant New

coming to an E-reader near you! Nate Peters is living the playboy life. He has

York Times Bestseller! Longlisted for the 2019 National Book Award for

great friends, a great job, no responsibilities, no girlfriend, and he loves it.

Fiction, the Carnegie Medal in Fiction, the 2019 Aspen Words Literacy Prize,

Nate, being incredibly skilled with a pick-up line, has never failed to get a

and the PEN/Hemingway Debut Novel Award Shortlisted for the 2019

girl in his life... until one day he meets Rosie York. Rosie is completely

Center for Fiction First Novel Prize Winner of the 2019 New England Book

uninterested in him. Being unable to stand a dented ego, Nate makes it his

Award for Fiction! Named one of the most anticipated books of 2019 by

mission to win her over. Not used to putting in much effort, Nate is

Vulture, Entertainment Weekly, Buzzfeed, Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe,

surprisingly enjoying the chase of this off-limits little brunette. Maybe he has

Oprah.com, Huffington Post, The A.V. Club, Nylon, The Week, The Rumpus,

finally met his match... But Rosie has a few surprises of her own which will

The Millions, The Guardian, Publishers Weekly, and more. “A lyrical work

make it remarkably more difficult for him to get close to her. A Romance /

of self-discovery that’s shockingly intimate and insistently universal…Not so

Humour that will make you laugh, cry and scream in frustration.

much briefly gorgeous as permanently stunning.” —Ron Charles, The

Where the Crawdads Sing Delia Owens 2018-08-14 NOW A MAJOR

Washington Post Poet Ocean Vuong’s debut novel is a shattering portrait of a

MOTION PICTURE—The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide

family, a first love, and the redemptive power of storytelling On Earth We’re
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Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a son to a mother who cannot read. Written

This book--in straightforward, no nonsense, easy-to-read style--reveals their

when the speaker, Little Dog, is in his late twenties, the letter unearths a

proven strategies. The Millionaire Real Estate Investor is your handbook to

family’s history that began before he was born — a history whose epicenter is

the tried and true financial wealth building vehicle that rewards patience and

rooted in Vietnam — and serves as a doorway into parts of his life his mother

perseverance and is available to all--real estate. You'll learn: Myths about

has never known, all of it leading to an unforgettable revelation. At once a

money and investing that hold people back and how to develop the mindset

witness to the fraught yet undeniable love between a single mother and her

of a millionaire investor How to develop sound criteria for identifying great

son, it is also a brutally honest exploration of race, class, and masculinity.

real estate investment opportunities How to zero in on the key terms of any

Asking questions central to our American moment, immersed as we are in

transaction and achieve the best possible deals How to develop the "dream

addiction, violence, and trauma, but undergirded by compassion and

team" that will help you build your millionaire investment business Proven

tenderness, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous is as much about the power of

models and strategies millionaire investors use to track their net worth,

telling one’s own story as it is about the obliterating silence of not being heard.

understand their finances, build their network, lead generate for properties

With stunning urgency and grace, Ocean Vuong writes of people caught

and acquire them The Millionaire Real Estate Investor is about you and your

between disparate worlds, and asks how we heal and rescue one another

money. It's about your financial potential. It's about discovering the millionaire

without forsaking who we are. The question of how to survive, and how to

investor in you.

make of it a kind of joy, powers the most important debut novel of many

One of a Kind Sandi Lynn 2021-10-24 From the New York Times bestselling

years. Named a Best Book of the Year by: GQ, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist,

author Sandi Lynn comes a brand new brothers series you'll want to devour!

Library Journal, TIME, Esquire, The Washington Post, Apple, Good

Sam I made a promise not to sleep with my new personal assistant. Too late.

Housekeeping, The New Yorker, The New York Public Library, Elle.com,

I'd already slept with her before I knew Grayson, my human resources

The Guardian, The A.V. Club, NPR, Lithub, Entertainment Weekly,

director, hired her. Long story short. We first met at a café when she let me

Vogue.com, The San Francisco Chronicle, Mother Jones, Vanity Fair, The

have the last apple turnover. Then I saw her again that same night at a bar.

Wall Street Journal Magazine and more!

She was incredibly sexy, and she wanted me as much as I wanted her. We

The Millionaire Real Estate Investor Gary Keller 2005-04-07 “This book is not

both agreed it was a one-time thing, and she left the following day. Imagine

just a bargain, it’s a steal. It’s filled with practical, workable advice for anyone

the shock on both our faces when she showed up for work on Monday. I

wanting to build wealth.”—Mike Summey, co-author of the bestselling The

wasn't a relationship type of guy and for good reasons. Julia Benton had her

Weekend Millionaire’s Secrets to Investing in Real Estate Anyone who seeks

own reasons why she wasn't looking to get involved with anyone. So,

financial wealth must first learn the fundamental truths and models that drive

continuing our sexual relationship was a win-win for both of us. But the more

it. The Millionaire Real Estate Investor represents the collected wisdom and

time we spent together, feelings I'd never felt before started to emerge. Then

experience of over 100 millionaire investors from all walks of life who

things became complicated, and she quit to pursue her dreams. I knew how

pursued financial wealth and achieved the life-changing freedom it delivers.

much it meant to her, and I didn't care. Now that I'd lost her, I wanted, no, I
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needed her back in my life, and I would do anything to make sure that

need to start building inner health and well-being so you can thrive. Tina

happened. Julia He was the sexy and domineering man who wore an

guides you on a journey of self-discovery that will help you turn shame into

expensive suit. A man who cracked the hard shell I'd built around myself for

self-acceptance, self-rejection into self-love, blame into freedom, and old hurt

the past four years. I wasn't looking for someone to save me, but Sam

into power. Wise and powerful, The Little Book of Big Lies will completely

unintentionally did just that. Then I was given a chance to pursue my

change how you think and live.

lifelong dream. He tried to stop it from happening by showing me exactly

Lie Next to Me Sandi Lynn 2014 From New York Times, USA Today &

who he was. My only focus now was starting the business I'd always wanted

Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author...A USA Today Bestselling NovelThe

and leave Sam behind in the trail of a disaster he created between us. The

pain was unbearable, but I had to keep moving. I had to keep running

problem was: he truly was one of a kind, and I had to use every bit of

because, if I didn’t, he’d find me. I looked behind me as I ran through the

strength I had to forget him. 18+

streets; scared, alone, and in the dark as the mist of rain hit my face. There

The Little Book of Big Lies Tina Lifford 2019-11-19 An inspiring and

was no time to think, and there was no time to stop. My shoes were soaked as

illuminating guide to true self care, from the sage teacher and breakout star of

they sloshed through the puddles of the dimly lit streets.My name is Rory

the critically acclaimed drama, Queen Sugar, from Executive Producers Oprah

Sinclair, and the night I was violently attacked was the night that changed

Winfrey and Ava DuVernay for OWN. Featured on Essence Magazine's

my life forever. One man, a man named Ian Braxton, made it his mission to

Culture List In all your years of schooling, did you ever take a single class that

heal me, to save me, and to show me a world that previously had been only a

explained how to navigate the hurt, drama, and fear that come with living?

dream to me.Ian Braxton is far from perfect. He’s a self-absorbed, demeaning,

Tina Lifford sure didn’t. She learned the hard way—through experience as

arrogant, and womanizing millionaire. He makes it so easy to hate him, but so

both a Hollywood actress and as the founder of the personal development

very hard to resist him. We’re from opposite sides of the spectrum. He comes

network The Inner Fitness Project. Now, she brings together her own hard-

from money and I come from poverty. When our worlds collide, his struggles

won insights as well as those of her clients in this helpful and transformative

become mine, and mine become his, leaving us with one question:How much

guide. A blend of personal anecdotes and meaningful, practical—and most

would you give up to be with someone who was meant to be yours?

important, actionable—advice, The Little Book of Big Lies is the life skills class

Love, Lust & a Millionaire (Wyatt Brothers, Book 1) Sandi Lynn 2015 My

you need to nurture the inner you and move beyond the past. In fourteen

name is Delilah Graham and music is my life. I moved from Chicago to live in

raw, personal stories, Tina teaches you how to change your self-

the one place that I considered to be the center of the universe: New York

perception—to see yourself in the best possible light, to love and honor what

City. At twenty-three years old, after raising my two brothers and sister, it

you see, and to forge a new sense of what’s possible in every aspect of your

was time for me to start my own life. I worked as a waitress in a greasy diner

life. But make no mistake, The Little Book of Big Lies is not a “rah-rah” quick

by day and, by night, I performed my music in small clubs around the city

fix for fear and pain. Like physical fitness, building and maintaining emotional

and on the streets of New York. That was until a man and his daughter

strength requires continued effort. This invaluable book is the foundation you

stepped into the diner and changed my life forever. He hired me to be his
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daughter’s nanny, but I have a feeling he wants more from me.My name is

day I felt like life had been breathed into me again. She was beautiful and she

Oliver Wyatt and I made my first million at the age of twenty. Life’s been

didn't know who I was. She felt something. I could see from her eyes and the

somewhat complicated since my five-year-old daughter, Sophie, was sent to

way she smiled at me that she felt the same connection I felt. She fell in love

live with me after her mother died. She drove away the nannies I hired to

with me, but I had a secret. A secret that could possibly destroy us. Was it

take care of her until one afternoon, while eating lunch, a beautiful waitress

worth taking the risk? What I wouldn't give just to be able to rewind

and my daughter shared a special connection. She was exactly what Sophie

time.18+

needed. My brother, Liam, said she was just what I needed. I am nothing but

Dave Schools 2017-05-02 Scheming Nathan Degland

a man with a heart of stone, compliments of a girl I loved so many years ago.

steals millions of his Virginian family's money in search of business success in

Lust is a powerful emotion; an emotion so strong that trying to deny it only

the grand City of Delorre. When his family finds out, his blue collar father,

makes it that much stronger. Now that I have met Delilah, rules will be

Thomas, hunts him down while his older brother boils at home.With a new

broken and lines will be crossed. Intended for readers 18+

identity, Nathan's ill-gotten wealth leads him into the inner circles of the

Rewind Sandi Lynn 2019-01-15 From New York Times bestselling author

city's elite. He enjoys his influential life in high-society, but his success

Sandi Lynn comes a love story about defying the odds and second chances.Do

unravels sharply when he discovers no one is quite who they

you believe in fate?Do you believe in soulmates?Do you believe in second

seem.Meanwhile, Thomas learns of his son's untamed and reckless path and

chances?QuinnSince the car accident, I felt like my life was a giant puzzle and

tracks him into the city. Consumed with betrayal and abandonment, Nathan is

I was missing the vital piece that would complete me. Little did I know I

faced with who he has become. He is left with a mortal ultimatum in which

would find my missing piece in New York City. He was handsome, kind,

he must choose the final act of the black circus of lies.In this fast-paced drama,

and I felt something the moment I met him that I never felt before. For the

one man's search for freedom leads him away from family and into the throes

first time in twelve years, I was happy, and I was convinced that nothing

of evil ecstasy. But when the violent hammer of justice falls, how far is too far

could destroy that feeling.NoahThe day I saw her in the art gallery was the

to ever be free again?

Runaway Millionaire
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